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US inflation
Markets slash rate cut bets after US inflation rises to 3.5%
Figures for consumer prices and core inflation exceed expectations

 updated  








Global inflation and interest rates tracker: see how your country compares





Big investors buy European bonds over US Treasuries as economies diverge
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Visual story
The migrant highway that could sway the US election
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 opinion content. America’s moment of truth on Ukraine
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 opinion content. Lex. Record cocoa prices leave a bitter aftertaste for chocolatiers
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FT live news
Fed minutes show aim of three rate cuts despite strong recent inflation

 Live
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US presidential election 2024
Trump megadonor John Paulson warns against ‘decoupling’ from China
Hedge fund billionaire is considered possible pick for Treasury secretary 

2 hours ago









How Yellen struggled to move the needle on US-China trade
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US foreign policy
US and Japan announce ‘most significant’ upgrade to military alliance 
Joe Biden and Fumio Kishida meet at Washington summit focused on China’s threat in Indo-Pacific

 updated  









The rusting Philippine ship forcing Biden to focus on China
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Israel-Hamas war
Hamas political leader says three of his sons killed in Israeli air strike
Ismail Haniyeh’s family is targeted on Muslim holiday of Eid al Fitr

1 hour ago









Eid in Gaza: ‘The only thing to celebrate is that we’re still alive’
























Spotlight
Golf
‘Billionaires’ playgrounds’: the $1mn fees upending Florida’s golf clubs
Cost of joining high-end clubs skyrockets — if aspiring members can get off the waiting list
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Hungary
Hungarian sex abuse scandal hits close to home for Orbán
Cover-up of paedophilia at orphanage near prime minister’s village dents reputation and leads to rise of internal challenger
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KPMG International
KPMG fined $25mn over exam cheating scandal at firm’s Dutch arm
Penalty is largest in US accounting regulator’s history
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Federal Deposit Insurance Corp
US regulator criticises Swiss handling of Credit Suisse as ‘unhelpful’
FDIC chair Martin Gruenberg says US watchdogs would shut down a giant failing bank
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Artificial intelligence
Speed of AI development stretches risk assessments to breaking point
Artificial intelligence’s complexity exposes flaws in traditional methods used to evaluate safety and accuracy
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War in Ukraine
EU court rules in favour of Russian oligarchs Fridman and Aven in blow to sanctions regime
Judgment finds insufficient evidence that billionaires had undermined Ukraine










Monaco private bank faces US lawsuit based on anti-mafia laws
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UK foreign policy
David Cameron warns US politicians against ‘appeasement’ of Russia 
UK foreign secretary steps up efforts to secure aid for Ukraine but is snubbed by senior Republican

2 hours ago
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Oil & Gas industry
Top commodities traders dismiss IPO route after bumper profits
Executives at Vitol, Trafigura and Mercuria say banks and export credit agencies have never been so keen to lend to them

3 hours ago
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Renewable energy
Wall Street turns to ‘solar grazing’ sheep in its push to go green
Big business teams up with ranchers to trim around solar panels and win over local communities
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Electric vehicles
VW cuts price of EV and combustion engine cars to boost deliveries to China
Success in Asia contrasts with decline in electric vehicle sales in Europe after end of consumer subsidy 

3 hours ago
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Mortgages
High mortgage rates lead to rise in lending scams
More prospective homebuyers are falling victim to offers of financing that are too good to be true
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Sociedad Quimica y Minera de Chile SA
China’s Tianqi Lithium’s $4bn bet on Chile at risk of backfiring 
Strategy is at risk as President Gabriel Boric’s government works to take back control of resources










Fitch cuts China credit outlook to negative on ‘uncertain economic prospects’
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South African politics
Zuma free to run as candidate in South African election, court rules
Former president and his new MK party could squeeze the governing ANC in May’s poll























Opinion
 opinion content. What if global emissions went down instead of up?
That turning point could be closer than you think and its consequences may be profound
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 opinion content. Terror attack creates a central Asian dilemma for Putin
Tajiks are among those blamed for the massacre but Russia’s war economy depends on immigrant Muslim workers
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 opinion content. Russia is filling the vacuum left by the west in the Sahel
Sylvie Kauffmann
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US News
Arizona court bans almost all abortions in Trump-Biden swing state
Decision in crucial 2024 presidential election battleground comes as Democrats hope restrictions will energise voters
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Bridgewater’s Bob Prince says Fed rate-cutting hopes are ‘off track’







TikTok staff face big US tax bills on shares they cannot sell
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US banks set for profits boost as expectations grow of fewer Fed rate cuts







Cameron says Ukraine aid is in US interest after meeting Trump
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Behind the Money. Can WeightWatchers survive the Wegovy era?
17 min listen
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Life and Art from FT Weekend. Design series: Jonathan Adler on making your home your own
21 min listen
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FT News Briefing. Ecuador’s ‘unprecedented’ Mexican embassy raid
11 min listen
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Working It. What the rise of ‘supercommuters’ tells us about work
14 min listen
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Theatre
Review. Six theatre shows to see in London
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UK prime property
Hot property: five homes for sale in the Peak District, England
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Brexit28 min video content. We need to talk about Brexit | FT Film 
208 hours ago
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UK politics22 min video content. Sketchy Politics: can anything save Sunak?
327 hours ago
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News in-depth15 min video content. Building blocks: Lego's next move | FT Film
494 hours ago
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Ecommerce25 min video content. The rise of Pinduoduo and Temu: profits and secrets | FT Film
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HTSI. Cillian Murphy is enjoying the moment
The actor on winning an Oscar, becoming a Versace ‘Icon’ and being the most ‘awkward person on the internet’
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Wirecard fugitive helped run Russian spy operations across Europe







Huge AI funding leads to hype and ‘grifting’, warns DeepMind’s Hassabis







The Big Read. The Trump machine: the former president’s dash for campaign cash
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What next for Britain’s broken railways?
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Markets News
Bridgewater’s Bob Prince says Fed rate-cutting hopes are ‘off track’
Influential investor says US inflation and growth are not at levels where interest rates can fall
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UK plan for private share trading could encourage firms to delist, says Globacap







ETF Hub. Investors pump $126bn into ETFs in March







ETF Hub. Fidelity clawback of free ETF trading costs to hit investors







Investors lose hope of rapid US interest rate cuts this year







Shell ‘massively undervalued’ in London, says former chief







Citadel Securities moves data and algorithm testing to Google Cloud
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Technology
UK trade unions hit by spate of cyber attacks
CWU and Aslef have been targeted in past month as hackers home in on staff and members’ personal data 

2 hours ago
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MPs warn over lack of AI rules for UK’s creative industries







Your home console can become a gaming museum
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Europe Express. EU migration pact reaches denouement
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Explore more events from the FT
Upcoming events
Discover unmissable flagship events with FT journalists to expand your thinking and elevate your career
Explore all events

FT LiveIndia at the ballot box
Exclusively for FT subscribers | What business expects from the next government
Wednesday, 17 AprilDigital Conference



FT LiveFTWeekend Festival: U.S. edition
Where the Financial Times weekend paper comes to life
Saturday, 4 MayThe REACH, at the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, F Street Northwest, Washington, DC, USA



FT LiveFuture of the Car
The technology and new business models shaping the next decade in automotive
Tuesday, 7 MaySancroft, Paternoster Square, London EC4M 7DQ, UK




Join the discussion
FT Forums is a series of members only communities, powered by the Financial Times


Women In Business Forum
A dedicated programme to accelerate mid-career women into senior leadership.

Future Forum
An authoritative space for businesses to share ideas, build relationships and develop solutions to future challenges.

Climate Capital Council
Where businesses share ideas, opportunities and challenges with climate change.
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